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Invite children to stand in a mirror and describe what they see 
“I see two eyes looking. I see hands waving.” Make recordings of
each child and have the other children guess who it is. Help
children complete sentences like “I feel happy when….” or “I get
sad when…”

Make expression cards for a matching game. Create faces from 
felt and have available with a felt board. Photo stick puppets. For 
dramatic play, set up a beauty/barber shop so children can
pretend to change the way they look. Feelings puppets.

Prepare the classroom in the shape of the solar system, sun in the 
center, create the paths of the planets around them, and ask the 
children to walk and revolve around the sun like planets. Jump 
from one planet to another. Use clay to shape your favorite planet 
Playing with sand with a group of balls and shapes. Dance to a 
song about planets with movements. Jump like an astronaut and 
Imitate of walking on the moon.

Mirror painting. Let each child decorate his or her name. Trace 
each child’s body outline on a large paper and let them decorate 
it. Make handprints and/or footprints in paint. Provide materials for 
children to make picture frames (frame can be made with 4 glued 
together craft sticks) to put a picture of themselves in. Paper bag 
puppets.

Shoe matching game. Make fingerprints using stamp pads and 
see how each is unique (may want to provide a magnifying glass). 
Make a measuring chart and track each child’s growth throughout 
the year. Provide puzzles with pictures of people on them.

Share each child’s 5 special things, as they are brought in by 
parents (then display in the classroom). Talk about differences and 
similarities amongst children in the class. Identify adult helpers at 
the nursery and identify what makes them special.

Shapes
Sphere

Story Books
From Head to Toe
How Do You Feel?

Look What I Can Play
Ten Out of Bed
The Foot Book
Toddle Waddle

Where’s My Teddy?

Colors
White

Vocabulary
special, different, friends,

feelings, family, tip-toe, spin,
body parts, crawl, expression,

record and fingerprint.

Special Events
Make a picture gallery of the
children in the reception area

along with some artwork. 

Letters &
Numbers

q, z
19, 20

Field Trips
Parents can show

children where they
were born and tell
them about that

special day.

Parent Involvement
Ask parents to trace

their child’s hand on a
piece of paper and

write 5 things 
that make their child

special – one on 
each finger 

Materials and resources
mirror, tape recorder, stamp pads,

magnifying glass, puzzles, index
cards or cardstock, craft sticks,
felt, felt board, pictures of each

child, large mural paper, paint, and
paper bags.
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